Presto Opportunistic Target Completion (OTC) Strategy Write Up Ver 2.1
Overview:
PrestoOTC is an accumulation strategy which has been designed to trade on bulk quantities. User will have
to choose specific symbols and number of quantities to be traded and system will automatically execute the
orders.
This strategy has been designed to work on FO and CM segments.
Strategy input:
Strategy will receive the following specific inputs:
1. Total Qty -Total Order (TO) qty to be traded
2. SliceQty- Slice order (SO) qty
3. Time Out – Time after which order will get cancelled and then strategy will look for fresh
opportunity in the market.
4. Price Upper and Lower Limit- Price range between which order is to be placed.

5. Client Account
Following is the strategy Monitoring view:

Strategy Flow:

Strategy order placement view will be invoked from Market Watch window as mentioned below:
Buy Order: Buy order from strategy will be placed using ‘F1’ key word within Market Watch view.

Sell Order: Sell order from strategy will be placed using ‘F2’ key word within Market Watch view.

Open Order details for strategy can be viewed using ‘F8’ keyword

Trade Book details of any specific symbol for strategy can be viewed using single click ‘F3’ keyword

Double click on ‘F3’ will show trade book details for ALL symbols.

Position details for strategy orders can be viewed using ‘Alt+F6’ keyword

Market Depth: Select a symbol from market watch and hit on F6 key to see Market depth

Use Transaction Details view to see status for all the orders placed by strategy

Use ‘Alt+F2’ for replacing orders

Strategy Logic
1. Strategy will be invoked from Market Watch view after providing all the required input parameters
like Total Quantity, Slice Quantity, Time out and client Account.
2. Strategy will send Limit Order considering available Ask/Bid between provided Upper and lower
Price range.
3. If Buy order has been placed, then it will look into Ask price to be available between that defined
range and price available, it will send the order. Similarly for Sell order it will look for Bid price.
4. In case the Price didn’t come within that defined range and Time out reached, then order will het
cancelled and a fresh order will be placed.
5. Strategy will keep on sending orders in Slice from Total quantity upon trade confirmation of previous
orders.
6. Last slice may have lesser qty then Slice quantity (SO), in case the Total Quantity (TO) is not in the
multiples of qty.
7. User can trade with multiple symbols.

